Fall 2002 Baldwin Trophy Winner
Paul Allard’s CN 4-6-0 # 1364

History / Background: CNR 4-60#1364 is a locomotive in the CNR Class H6g covered by road numbers 1354 to
1409. These engines were built in 1912 & 1913. Physical measurements were taken from CNR prototype locomotive #1395
since CNR #1364 has been scrapped. Scale and construction drawings were made from these measurements. The model represents a 1953 locomotive with tender bunker extensions. Details conform to prototype photos including CNR cab, smoke box
layout, domes, air pumps, air tanks, piping, drivers, valve gear and tender features including ladders, railings, re-rail frog and
water hatch.
Model: The model is scratch built using brass sheet and stock by cutting, filing, soldering, drilling and tapping. The construction sequence followed the eight part NYC 4-6-0 construction series in Model Railroader October 1997 to May 1998. Major design and dimensional changes were required to produce a CNR 4-6-0. Individual tender scratch built parts include: floor,
frame, bolster, tank sides and top, end blocks plus coalbunker and extension. Tender tank side pattern rivets were added by
hand. The top of the tender tank was trimmed with brass wire. Tender details were added to the base body. These included back
up light, water hatch, simulated coal doors, brake rigging, hand grabs, ladders, steps, corner hand rails, rear number plate, coupler lift bar, and air hoses. Commercial trucks were modified by added brass pieces to better match the prototype trucks. Individual locomotive parts include: frame, frame spacers, cylinder heads, motor mount, side rods, main rods, crosshead guide,
bearing support, yoke angle brace, link support, valve crosshead (2), combination level (2), eccentric rod (2), radius rod (2),
crosshead link (2), reverse link (2), boiler (four pieces), cab, smoke box wrapper with rivet detail, ash pan, sand dome, steam
dome, auxiliary dome, running boards and hand rails. The model is driven by a Northwest Short Line can motor connected to
the first driver through a NWSL gear tower and couplings. Commercial brass castings were added to complete the details. The
model contains all major and most minr details from the prototype.
The model was cleaned using an ultra sonic cleaner. Two methods were used to color the parts. An etching and
blacking process was used on the tender trucks, pilot and pilot wheels, ash pan, motor mount, valve gear, main rods and side
rods. This process involved placing the part into printed circuit board etchant. The part was washed in water to stop the etching
process and allowed to dry. They were then hand painted with a gun bluing solution. Once dry, the parts are polished to produce
a flat black finish. The boilers, cylindars, cab, locomotive frame, tender body and tender frame were painted with a airbrush using Scalecoat Warm Black. These parts were baked for two hours to set the paint. The cab windows were painted with CNR
Red #10. The locomotive number plate was hand painted with CNR #10 Red, baked and then hand sanded to remove the excess
paint. Decals applied to the tender included a wafer herald, locomotive number and capacity numbers. Decal numbers were applied to the V-number boards as well as the classification and traction information on the side of the cab. The large numbers under the cab window are commercial etched brass parts to simulate the CNR raised road numbers applied to their steam locomotives. These numbers were painted CNR #11 Yellow before application. The numbers were attached this Floquil Crystal Cote.
The model was weathered with Floquil paints, grimy black and rail brown, using an airbrush.

